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Explore the  
full possibility 
of Infinite Blue.

A what-
now for 
every 
what-if
Put your best business forward with 
Infinite Blue’s suite of organizational 
resiliency solutions.

infiniteblue.com/try

When the going  
gets tough, the  
tough get resilient.
BC in the Cloud (BCIC) helps you mitigate your  
organization’s risks with automated business  
continuity and disaster recovery solutions all from 
one configurable command center. 

Flexibility is strength
Our proprietary platform is built to meet 
your organization’s needs. Enterprise 
users can configure BCIC to the unique 
demands of your organization.**

Easy plan management
Featuring holistic dashboard reports to 
highlight your plan status and identify 
dependency gaps through multiple levels 
and automated approval workflow.

Know your company’s risk 
Manage risk with mitigation controls 
that automatically factor into residual 
risk calculations and compare potential 
financial impact of risks to the cost of 
risk mitigation.

BC in the Cloud

**Enterprise Only
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One seamless solution
Sendigo is fully integrated within BCIC 
and leverages your company-wide  
employee data and recovery groups to 
easily and accurately target specific  
notification audiences.

Messaging at-scale
Send to teams of 2-3 or your entire 
company. Sendigo uses the most modern 
technology to guarantee quick delivery 
times to audiences of all sizes.

Built for your needs
Sendigo expands messaging capabilities 
so your entire organization stays in the 
loop, on the fly, not just during emergencies.

Cost-effective pricing 
We’ll work with you to come up with a price 
that fits the usage needs of your organization.

Compliance can be 
simple with  
collaboration. 
Organize your third-party relationships with  
VendorBolt. Save time and remain compliant  
with automated vendor screening, centralized  
communication tools and built-in automated 
workflows.

Vet your vendors
Leverage the industry’s best assessment 
tool, the Standard Information Gathering 
(SIG) questionnaire and add your own 
customer-specific questions. 

Easy access
Unlimited portal access lets your external 
vendors easily complete assessments for 
review by your organization.

Data you can count on
Fully integrated with BCIC for 360- 
degree management and support. 

FFIEC Appendix J compliant
Enhanced security and vendor  
assessment will let you breathe easy 
and stay compliant when working with 
third-party vendors. 

VendorBolt

From planning to  
notifying, all in  
two clicks. 
Sendigo offers the only seamless BC/DR and mass 
notification solution in one product environment. 
Leverage critical data in BCIC to quickly activate 
notifications to your key recipients. 

Sendigo

Harness the 
power of 
Power-Ups

From risk to response to recovery, Infinite 
Blue applications help you build an 
organizational resiliency plan you’ll actually 
put into action.

Connect BCIC directly to your external 
applications with IB Connect or access  
tools like Sendigo and VendorBolt all from  
our interface.

Discover the entire Infinite Blue Suite at 
infiniteblue.com/try
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